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1) Please consider the original timeline and deliverable targets. How is your project progressing
compared with the original estimates?
We are behind on our original timeline. The main issue is that the IRB on our campus went through a massive
overhaul and the new Chair is still getting acclimated. As a result, our application has not been read yet.
However, we expect to get approval by the end of January and jump right into our data collection. We anticipate
that we will have data and an analysis to present in May, but the longer written portions of our work may take a
bit longer.

2) How is spending progressing when compared with the original budget estimates? (You may also
choose to detail issues regarding access to funds in the next three questions).
We have not purchased our equipment due to an extended discussion with the company who makes our
physiological data collection tools (WHOOP trackers). We have been trying to get the cost reduced since we did
not get enough money in the awarded budget to purchase our initially proposed items.

3) Please provide feedback regarding your experience with the project execution, in particular any
issues or roadblocks you’ve encountered that may have been unexpected.
The main roadblocks have been the IRB and the sales rep for the WHOOP trackers, as outlined above. We have
enjoyed collaborating thus far and are looking forward to moving on.

4) What are your positive observations or pleasant surprises about your team’s interaction or
project process that might be helpful to other PI’s?
This project is one of the first research collaborations on our campus to involve all three campus Schools. It has
been rewarding to work with colleagues from outside of our individual disciplines, and to see just how anticipated
our project results are in terms of the rest of the campus. Because we have invested significantly as a campus in
varsity eSports, there are other offices at SUNY Canton who are looking forward to seeing what our findings
show. I would recommend that other PIs announce their work to campus to see what other individuals might
contribute in terms of questions or interest or even resources.

5) Please describe any challenges you’ve encountered working with your project team that you’ve
found solutions for that might be helpful to other PI’s.
I would recommend that you get to know the policies and procedures of your campus to avoid pitfalls like ours. I
would have prioritized our IRB application early on in the semester if I had known that the Board would be
completely revamped and that things would get held up. However, this is an issue for me (waiting to complete at
the last minute) and cannot be completely put on the IRB.


